WCM FACTSHEET

MINING METHOD
A state of the art modern mine leading the UK coal industry into the mid-21st
Century, the mine will utilise modern, well proven mining methods to achieve a
steady-state production of 3.1 million tonnes per annum (Mtpa) Run-of-Mine (ROM).

Run-Out and Pocket
Run-Out and Pocket extraction
will be the chosen mining
method employed by WCM.
This is a proven, highly versatile
coal mining method that takes
advantage of advancements in
mining technology to mitigate
risks associated with the
Cumbrian Coal fields.
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g Shuttle Cars continuously
move coal from the
respective miners to the
Feeder Breaker
g Once coal has passed
through the Feeder Breaker
it falls on to the conveyor
belt to be taken to surface
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Advantages of Run-Out and Pocket
g Allows greater flexibility and
g Fully mechanised method allows
productivity for the anticipated
for increased productivity
geological conditions
g Permits for accompanying methods
g Allows for relatively simple
to be utilised if conditions are
scheduling
favourable
g Modest Capital expenditure
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g Allows for ground support to be
easily installed
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Mining Equipment
The ‘Run-Out and Pocket’
partial extraction method
allows high levels of flexibility
of the design stage.
Due to the known faulting
within the Cumbrian coalfield
the ‘run-out and pocket’
method allows for panels
to be designed to fit into
the geological conditions,
ensuring the most efficient
extraction of high quality
coal.
For illustration purposes only
The underground layout
enables panels to be
extracted simultaneously
to yield the required runof-mine output. Typically, each panel is 100 m wide by up to 1.5 km long. These figures will vary across the
mine and the method allows the extraction of smaller mining blocks that would otherwise be unsuitable for
traditional longwall techniques.

Mining Equipment
Bolter miner
machine

Continuous miner
machine

Shuttle car

Feeder breaker

Cuts coal and installs
roof and sidewall
bolts simultaneously

Used to cut the
pockets

Used to transport
coal from the miner
to the conveyor

Used to size and load Used to support
coal onto a conveyor roof during pocket
removal
Up to 1350 tonnes
per hour
Remote controlled
and self propelled
12m/min tramming
speed
Up to 726 tonnes
support capacity
Roof anchors for
each
stability
1.27m retracted, up
to 2.8m extended
height

Remote Control
Used to drive
Weighs 59 tonnes
roadways and runout
Electrically driven
roadways
Highly flexible

Weighs 110 tonnes;
13.3m long
Able to drive more
than 200m of tunnel
per week

Produce 15 to 29
tonnes per minute

Electrically driven,
integral chain
conveyor
20 tonne capacity,
9.3m long
Up to 9km/hr
tramming speed
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